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I. lntro(duction

In a recent study. Levy and Markowitz [15] demonstrate that, at least lor
some utility functions, expected utility can be approximated by a judiciously
chosen function defined over mean and variance. In addition to resurrecting
mean-variance analysis from the limbo into which it was placed by the criticisms
of Borch | l ( ) | and others, the analysis by Levy and Markowitz yields a more
direct approach to portfolio analysis than thai provided by the current empirical
literature. The current portfolio literature is eoneemed with notions of efficient
sets and systematic risk rather than with utility functions and mean-variance.
While much has been gained from a utility-free methixlology, it is ultimately
predicated upon a separation theorem and. hence, an environment with zero
transactions costs. But security markets are not costless and the separation theo-
rem may not hold. In that event, a utility-dependent approach to portfolio analy-
sis could potentially lead to more powerful results especially if such an approach
could be empirically implemented.

As one step toward the implementation of a utility-dependent portfolio
methodology, we empirically estimate a family of flexible functional form utility
functions (defined over mean and variance). These flexible functional forms are
second-order approximations to the underlying utility function, whatever ihat
true unknown utility function may be. From this family of approximations, we
choose the one specific form that best approximates the portfolio decisions of the
household sector. Speciheally. we select a generalized Box-Cox (flexible func-
tional-form) utility function that takes on the generalized Leontief. generalized

' University of" Toronto. Hebrew tjniversity of Jerusalem and McMaster University. McMastcr
University, and McMasier University, respectively. The lirsl two authors wtmld like to ihank (he
StKJal Science and Humaniiics Research Council ol Canada lor sabbatical leave suppiirl All the
authors wish m ihanl; Irank Dentun, Ernest Oksanen. Leslie Robb. and Ralph Winter for helpful and
sometimes lengthy discu.ssions.
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square root quadratic, and translog utility functions as special or limiting
Budget share equations for risky assets are suhsequentlv generated from the gen-
eralized Box-Cux utility function using a straightforward ptmlolio optimization
framework. These budget share equations are then estimated from data on the
household sector\ holdings of risky assets and ihe assiKiated market returns. .A
X~ test is employed to find which (if any) of the three specific tiexihle functional
forms mentioned ahovc fits the data. Finally, having determined the "opiimal"
flexible functional form, we check to see that it yields signs for the marginal
utilities and comparative-static conditions that are consistent with the underlying
theory. In this way. we can al least partially validate the mean-variance ap-
proach, although we are unahle to specify the true utility function.

ln what follows. Section II develops a simple portfolio model for a Lancas-
ter-type utility function defined over portfolio mean and variance. .Section III
descrihcs the generalized Box-Cox utility function and the specific Mexible func-
tional forms that can he derived from it. The assiKiated budget share equations
for the Box-Cox function are also derived in this section. Section IV describes
the data and the empirical results, and Section V concludes the paper. A deriva-
tion oi comparative-static conditions with respect to asset means and variances
appears in the Appendix.

II. A Characteristics Model for the Demand for Risky Assets

To simplify the theory and empirical work, we adopt the common assump-
tion of homethetic separability —that the persona! sector's investment decision in
specific iinanciai assets is independent btith of the overall consumption invest-
ment decision and the amount invested in nonhnancial assets. This independence
implies that the total amount of wealth to be invested in financial assets is exoge-
nous to the model, so ihat ihe only decision of consequence is the proportion of
wealth to he invested in each financial asset. The personal sector's investment
preferences are assumed to be captured by a Lancaster-type utility function over
portfolio characteristics of the form

(I) U = U{E,V)

where E is the expected retum of the portfolio of financial assets and V its vari-
ance. These two characteristics of the portfolio are defined by

' This technique was pioneered by BcTndt and Khaled |7 | . Khaled | I4 | . and Appfebaum 1-̂ ! bui
in a nonpiintolit) ri.sklu'ss Iramewiirfc
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(2) £ = X
I- I

(3) V = YZ
• -\i-\

I J >J
i = I I = ly = I

where

A'; - the proportion of the personal sector's wealth invested in financial as-
set/., k = ], ... .n.

l^i = the expected retum of asset A,

(r I = the variance of the retum of asset k. and

CTy = covariance of the retums between assets / andy. i.j= 1 n.

In addition, the utility function is assumed to he continuous and twice differcnti-
able with U, > 0 and Uy < 0 where the subscript F denotes the partial derivative
of U with respect to E and. similarly, the V subscript denotes the partial deriva-
tive ol U with respect to V''. In other words, the persona! sector is assumed to be
risk-averse with indifference curves in E-V space that are upward sloping and—
given additional assumptions to be clarified in the Appendix—convex from be-
low.

The personal sector is assumed to choose those proportions to invest in each
financial asset—the proportions must add up to one—that maximize the utility
function (I). Fonnally, the personal sector's financial asset choice framework Is
described by the program

Maximize U{E. V)

subject to

i= 1

The Appendix shows that the solution to this program yields the compara-
tive-static conditions-

- We chiK)>.e In use ihe liircci ralher than indirect form ol' ihc uiility funclion in this paper hc-
causc in our jHtrtttilin framcwurk we can casdj jjel 'share equations Irom ihe dircci uliliiy fiinciion.
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and

^ _ f O.,"I , r , " . D, JLJL D

r

where D is the determinant of the bordered Hessian and D^^ is co-factor rk of D.
The douhle subscripts on the utility function denote the appropriate cross-partial
derivatives.

Unlike the traditional theory of demand underlying the Slutsky equation
where prices appear in the hudgei equations, in the theory of pimfolio choice
expected rates of retum (or variance-covariance of retums) are not in the budget
equations, but in the preference function affecting the ranking of portfolios. All-
ingham and Mori.shima |2| identify effects of changes in these variables as
"want-pattern" effects reflecting taste changes and distinguish them from the
wealth and substitution effects of the traditional Slutsky equations. Thus, they
identify the hrst temi in (5) or (6) as a "relative want-pattern" effect and the
second term as an "absolute want-pattem" effect. However, equation (5) or (6)
does not represent the effect of taste changes in E-V characteristics space. Equa-
tion (5) simply represents the effects of changes in asset attributes. Thus, equa-
tion (5) does not involve a change in the investor's preference function defined
over E-V characteristics, but does involve a shift in the ^-V efficiency locus due
to a change in the "productivity" of X^ in yielding E (i.e.. ^i^). For this reason,
we identify such effects as productivity effects.

Equation (5) (and similarly (6)) can be decomposed into two effects. It is
shown in the Appendix that the last term in (5) is equal to - X,( <)XJi\T, ) where
7"̂  is a "lump-sum tax" on the portfolio's (expected) retum. Since a change in
T, is equivalent to a change in the average productivity of each asset in produc-
ing E, we identify the last term in O) as the average productivity effect of a
change in p.̂ . while the first term on the right is the pure marginal productivity
effect of a change in p.,. Notice that for given initial quantities of the assets, a
small increase in |x, produces an increase in /:' of X,.d\x.,. whiie V remains un-
changed. Ihus. the increase in ix, increases the average prixluctivity of each as-
set in producing E (in proportion to the change in E). We can adjust the average
productivity of each asset to the original level by lump-sum taxing away the
above change in E. The effect on X( of such a compensation in the average pro-
ductivities of the assets isX,(r)X^/(i7, ). which is equal to the negative of the last
temi in (5). Hence, the hrst term on the right in (5) represents the effect of a pure
change in the marginal productivity of asset r in pmducing E, netting out average
productivity changes. Since we are dealing with an expected retum rather than a
price effect, r and k are defined to be net complements (substitutes) if this lirst
temi is positive (negative). It can be shown that the " o w n " expected retum ef-
fect (i.e., when r = k)\s unambiguously positive. The sign of the average pro-

Aho. given ihc lack of analogy idistu^isetl later m the lexi 1 between our comparative siatie equations
and Ihe Slut,sky equalion. ihc applicaiion of Shepherd's lemma is nol -.traighlfonvard in a pt)rtfolio
framework, and remains lobe worked am in the lilerulure, I'urthcrniore. ihe number tif argumenis of
the indirect uiility funclion would be larger since lhc> include ihc individual means and covariunccs
among assets
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ductivity effect is ambiguous even when r = ^. It is obvious that equation (6).
the equation for risk, can be decomposed similarly into a marginal and average
productivity effect in the production of portfolio risk. The "own" pure marginal
productivity effect in the case of risk is unambiguously negative,'

III. The Choice among Flexible Functional Forms

To implement the theory developed in the previous section, we utilize a
generalized Box-Cox utility function of the form

where Ui fi). £•{ \ ) . and V( \ ) are the Box-Cox transformations

(8) U{h) =

(9) ^ ( \ ) = (£^ - | ) / X

(10) V{k) = [V^ - l) X .

As the parameters \ and ^ take on different values, the following alternative
flexible functional forms are obtained.

Case(a):?>. \ ^O: f ; (S ) - LwU: F[k) ^ Lnh::V(K) - LnV.
This case yields the translog utility function

LnU = OL^LnE + a^LnV -i- I 2u,(Ln£")-
(11)

+ I 2a j (LnV)" + a^( Ln£")( Ln V) .

C a s e ( b ) ; f i . \ = 1 / 2 : V [ h ) = U - \ : F [ k ) = 2 { E ^ - - \ ) \
V(k) = 2(V"--I}.

This case gives the generalized Leontief utility function

V = 2a ,£ + 2a^V + 4a ,£ ' 'V' " + [2OL^ - 4u, - 4a , )£ ' '

+ (2a-, - 4a_, - 4a^)v' " + 2a, + 2a^ + 4a^

- 2a| - 2a, + I .

C a s e ( c ) : f i . \ = 1; t / ( 6 j - { U ~ - l ) l 2 \ F [ k ) = E - \ \ V { k ) = V - I .

Aivazian 111 provides a dclailcd discussion of these effecls.
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This case results in the square root quadratic utility function

V =
(13)

a^f- + â V" + la^EV + 2(a, - a, - a^

^ + u.̂  + â  - 2a. - 2(x^ I 2

Solving the utility maximizing program (4) for the generalized Box-Cox
utility function yields the budget share equations (A' = I n)

[a. + a,£(X) + a,V(\))£*"'X.ti, + (a, + a.Vik) + a,A(X))2 V^"'CT X.
(14) X^ = — ^ ^— -̂̂  ^ ^^

{a^ + a,£(\) + a

where

/ = 1

The share equations corresponding to the transiog. square root quadratie,
and generalized Leontief utility functions can he obtained from equation (14) by
setting \ equal to zero, <ine, and one-half, respectively. These share equations
are homogeneous of degree zero in the a, parameters fora given value of X.

Appending disturbance tetTiis to the budget share equations provides a sto-
chastic specification for estimating the demand system. The share equations are
assutned to be stochastic because of errors in optimization. The disturbance
terms, denoted by t,, where / is the asset and t the data point, are assumed to be
identically and independently normally distributed,-^ with the usual properties
that

E(€.\ = 0 all i.t

= • '

^ This specilication ignores the requirement that budget shares must lie twtween zero and one by
giving positive probability to shares outside this range The Dirichlei distrihuiiun. for example,
which limits shares to the unil simple.i. would have been a more appropriate stiKhaslic spccitication.
However. WixHlland 116) provides justilication for the continued use of the normal dislribution speci-
lication in the estimation of share equations by showing thai there arc no substantial Jil'terences in
empirical results using the Normal mi«Jel estimator rather ihan the [Jinchlel model. He explains,
••.Application of the two estimators to three different actual data sots resulted in the estimates very
close to each other for each set. Moreover, the calculated standard errors were very close. These
results, together wilh lhi)se arising from the sampling experiments, suggest that the Normal model is
rather robust with respect to stochastic specilication. While further evidence from alternative sam-
pling experiments is desirable, the results ol this paper suggest that, whtle the Normal imidcl may not
be a iheorclically appropriate specilication lor share equations, ii may. lor a large nuniK'r of data
sets, yield valid results" (pp. .1SI-.182»
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Since the asset proportions must sum to one {implying that the sum of the error
terms must be zero), only n - 1 share equations are independent of each other for
any given value of A. Therefore, when estimating the system, one equation is
deleted. .\s Biirten \5] and others have pointed out. it docs not matter which
equation is deleted.''

IV. The Empirical Results

A. The Data

The data that we used to estimate the demand system are from the study by
Barret. Gray, and Parkin [41. Their data base includes the financial asset holdings
by quarter and the related yields of the U.K. personal sector from I9.'i7-I967.
The benefit from utilizing this data base, besides its availability, is that this ten-
year period is characterized by low levels of inflation and (we presume) the ab*
sence of inflationary expectations." This allows us to finesse the problem of in-
corporating inflationary expectations into the analysis, thereby minimizing mea-
surement biases in the yield data.

We categorized the financial holdings of the U.K. household sector into
eight asset types: five liquid assets including money: and two relatively illiquid
as.sets. government long-term debt and equities.^ Thus, we used all but the small-
est asset categories included In the Barret et al. data base. In addition, we aggre-
gated time deposits und ordinary savings bank deposits into one categt>ry and
used the yield on time deposits for the aggregate. This was necessitated by the
fact that yield on ordinary savings bank deposits was constant over the period and
would have dominated money (which is assumed lo have a zero rctum) in a port-
folio framework.

Besides asset holdings. Barret et al. obtained quarterly yields for each of the
asset categories from the fourth quarter of 1957 to the first quarter of 1967. We
employed the first five years of yield data (20 data points) to calculate sample
mean returns and variances for each asset as well as sample covariances between
asset yields. These sample estimates were then used to calculate the expected
return and variance of the portfolio held by the U.K. personal sector in the third

•̂  SpccKically. since the expcndlliire sfiares sum In unity for eacb /. ihe ir dislurbancc icrtns €„
iidd up tn zero. Thus ihe variancc-cuviiriuncc niairix of ihc disuirbances in each ol' our nRxJels is
sin|:ular und ni>ndiLij:i)nal. \i tbe cslimiiliim procedure Is lo he efficient, ihe disturbance cavariances
niusl be lakcn into account flecause the estimated variance-eiivariancu matrix ol the disturbances is
also singular. H is not possible to esiiniale ihe full system of / j equations by iradiiional maximum
likeliliiHid methods (the determinani ol ihe ostimaled variance-eovarianee matrix would be identieally
zero). To avoid ihis problem, one ei)uati(iTi is dropped in each ol our models. Barten |5] has proved
Ihat Uir ibe purpose of maximi/iition ot the likelihood funeiion it is irrelevant whieh equation is
dropped from the sysleni. The same proc-edure of dropping one eijualioii has been tollowed hy Apple-
baum | .1 | . Berndl and Khaled |7|. Bemdt. Darruttgh. and Dicwert [8). among others.

" Nominal returns during this period were normally between 2 and .** percent (the latter for more
risky assets) while real returns were between - 1 and 3 percent. It is unlikely that the latter range is
representative of cvtififc real returns. Given the low nominal yields during this period, we felt that the
assumption of zero inflationary expecialions would be less arbitrary than adjusting nominal ytelds by
an intlalionar) expectations (e.g.. adaptive) mtidel.

" See Table 2 below fora listinj; of the asset categories.
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quarter of 1962. The X/s for the third quarter of 1962 were the actual proportions
of each asset held by the U.K. personal sector in that quarter. The calculated
sample mean and variance of portfolio yield for the third quarter of 1962 repre-
sent one data point to be utilized in estimating the budget share equations. The
second (and subsequent) data point is obtained by an updating technique. Sample
means, variances, and covariances were recalculated, ajiain on five years of data.
by dropping the fourth quarter data of 1937 and adding the fourth quarter data of
1962, These new estimates, together with assets proportions held by the U.K..
personal sector in the fourth quarter of 1962, provide the fourth quarter portfolio
mean and variance and. hence, another data point. By means of this updating
procedure, a time scries of eighteen data points (four and one-half years) was
generated and used to estimate the utility function parameters.^

B. Choosing the Best Utility Function

The utility function parameters in the budget share equations were estimated
using a Oi-'y^i-Newton maximum likelihood procedure. As was noted earlier, the
share equations arc homogeneous ol degree zero in the u, parameters. Therefore,
in order to identify the parameters, a normalization on the parameters, that is not
homogeneous of degree zero in the parameters, must be added. We chose to
normalize the remaining parameters with respect to a,," Since only seven of the
eight budget share equations are independent, one equation was dropped before
estimating the system.'" Four different budget share models were estimated: the
translog ( \ = 0). the generalized Leontief (X = 1/2). the square root quadratic
(X ^ I). and the unrestricted system where \ is a free parameter.

Table I summarizes the results lor each ot the estimated systems. The unre-
stricted system yielded a parameter estimate for X of .3124 that is close to the
value for the generalized Leontief. More rigorously, it can be shown that
-2LnZ. is asymptotically distributed X"(l) where L is the ratio of the value of

" There is. of course, potential aggregation bia,*. in eslimating a rcprcNentalive consumer utiliiy
function trom aggregulc dala 11 is. therefore. imp<inanl ihai Ihis study l>e repiicaled on panel data.
However, mosi of the Hcxibk- tunclional form literature dealing wiih uiility function estimation is
based tin aggregate daiii. Sec, for example. [ 11 ]. | S | . 112|. 11.1|. and |,^).

'' Christiensen. Jor^;t•n^on. and Lau 1111. Bemdt. [Jarrough, and Dlc^^en [X|, and Appelbaum
13] used a different noriiiali/iition. namely ^ K , = I. pcimting imi thai the results arc invariant in this
normalizaiion. It is easy to sht>w thai ihcir nnniialization is jdonlical tn oun.. By subslituiing a^ = I
- oi| - u , - a , - «4 mloihc share equation (!4i, we obtain

X, -

( 1 .

+

L s

) + V(K)\

^ £ , X , + V(X) c -t-
" 5

+

" 4

v ' ( X i > /•;

vcx, + t-

.x,|:t^

(X)l2V^

J
which is the system estimated

'" OUT tests aho cimlirnicd ihc earlier assertion thai the estimated parameters and ihe value of
Ihe log likclihixxJ function are invariant tn ihe equation umitted This was iruc for all ihe models
estimated
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the unrestricted likelihood function to the value of the restricted likelihood func-
tion. " In our case, the test statistic ( - 2LnL) takes on the vaiues

Translog 24.12

Leontief 0.42

Quadratic 40.09

Since the x^(0 has a critical value of 6.63 at the I percent significance level, we
cannot reject the generalized Leontief as our premier utility function, but we can
reject the other two at the I percent significance level.'^

TABLE 1

Parameter Estimates for Different Functional Forms

Funclional Form

Unrestricted Maximum

Translog

Generalized Leontiet

Square Root Quadratic

Valueof Estimated
A Parameters

X = 0 5124
a,/n5 = 0,9313
(x^/oL^ = 0 9631
03/05 = -06414
a^/Q., = - 0 2898

X = 0 t^,/ui, = -15 5860
CLsIa"^ = 3 3138
03/05 = - 3 9386
a^/a^ = 00136

\ = 1/2 «,/a5 = 0,8250
ttg/a^ = 1 5580
03/05 = - 0 7273
o j /u , = -00138

X = 1 o, /o^ = 132030
a^/og = 95148
03/05 = 13,4630
«4/oci = - 1 0810

Value of
Log Likelihood

709 6296

697 5709

709 4202

669 5445

C. Validation of the Getieralized Leontief Utility Function

From the theory of asset demand, we expect (i) the sign oi Ui./U^, to be
negative, {ii) the own marginal productivity effect with respect to expected retum
to be positive for all assets, (iii) the own marginal productivity effect with respect
to risk to be negative for all assets, and (iv) the principal minors of the bordered
Hessian to alternate in sign. Table 2 lists the signs of the cross-partial derivatives

{k=\ r = 1 7)

" See |(i| on ihis point.
'̂  Note that the square root quadratic and the ordinary quadratic are empirically indistinguish-

able since they yield the ^arne budget share equations. Thus, both square root quadratic and ordinary
quadratic arc rejected by the dala,
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derived from our generalized Leontief utility function for tbe last quarter of
I % 6 . " Since in all cases the magnitudes of the marginal productivity effects
outweigh the magnitudes of the average productivity eifects. Table 2 also can be
interpreted as summarizing the signs of the marginal productivity effects. We do
not provide the signs of the variance cross-partials HX^lOij} since they were
always of opposite sign to the expected return cross-partials. This is to be ex-
pected since t/, and t/, were of opposite sign as predicted by the theory.'•*
Clearly, the own marginal productivity effects with respect to expected return
(along the diagonal) are all positive, and also the own marginal productivity ef-
fects with respect to variance are all negative.'*^ Therefore, our utility function
yields sign> that arc consistent with the theory. We also checked the signs of the
principal minors of the bordered Hessian but. unfortunately, they were ambigu-
ous. This result docs not contradict the thc4>ry. It just means that the sufficient
conditions for a maximum did not obtain.

Although the off-diagonal cross-partials can be nf any sign, theoretically.
intuition suggests that (i) near-monies should be substitutes for money, (ii) long-
term bonds and stocks should be complementary to money, and (iii) long-term
bonds and .stocks should be substitutes. While our intuition concerning long-term
bonds, stcKks. and money is consistent with the evidence, the results are less
clear-cut for money and near-monies.'^ In particular, while time deposits plus
ordinary savings bank deposits (TDSB). the most liquid of near-monies, are a
substitute for money, some of the other near-monies are complementary to
money. Although this result is somewhat counter-intuitive, it is consistent with
what other reseachcrs have tbund using alternative methodologie.s. '̂

V. Conclusion

Levy and Markowitz have argued that expected utility can be adequately
approximated by a function of mean and variance. Utilizing a mean-variance
portfolio framework and a Box-Cox general utility tunction, we were able to
model the demand for financial assets by the household sector. In particular, we

" We estimated the tross-paniah fur each quantTiit the Inur jniJ one-half year Icsi pcriiHl The
results for the last quancr til' 1966 arc reasonatily rcprcscniadvc and ttic generalisations ihat follow
apply 111 ihc entire lour and one-halt year period The otily tlilferetices Irotii one quarter to ihe noxi are
thai the signs of a te>A ol ihe olf-diagnnal eross-panials do change. In these cases, iniuilion otfored no
hint as to what the signs should be.

'•* This poim may require some clabordlum. Since ihe marginal prtxluetiviiy effects are much
larger in maiinitude than the average prtHJuttivity clleeis, the signs DI* ((Xj (Ip., und HXjUa] are
determined by ihe tirsl terms on the nght-hand side ot equations (5) and (61. These marginal produe-
tiviiy terms are obviously ol opptisitc sign iff/, and V^ areoTitpposite sign as indeed they were.

I'' The diagonal elemcnls in Tahk* 2 arc in parentheses. Noie ihal money appears only nn ihe
vertical axis Since money has no yield or risk, the impaci of changes in money's expecied return or
yield variatice on other asset demands is not a meaningful concept However, the impael on ihe
demand I'ur money as ihe eJipccied returns and variances i>f other asset yields change can he deter-
mined.

'" Tl) repeal, since we are dealing with expected returns and nol prices, substitutes (cumple-
metils) will have a negative lpt)sitivcl sign in Table 2.

' ' See Bhattachar>ya (4). lor example, who uses ihe same data base as we do He ftiund this
same result in spite ol the Taet that he does not use a llexihie lunclional fo
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TABLE 2
Signs of the Marginal Productivity Effects with Respect

to Expected Return for the Last Quarter of 1966

TDSB TSB DP BS NSC BONDS STOCKS
M _ ^ _, _ ^ ^ ^
TDSB ( + ) -f - + +
TSB + (-f) - _ _ _ +
DD - - ( + ) _ _ +
BS -1- - - ( 4 - ) _
NSC -t - - - (̂., _ +
BONDS - - -1- - - ( + )
STOCKS + - ^ ^ _ ( + ,
Note M = Notes, Coin, and Demand Deposits

TDSB = Time Deposits plus Ordinary Savings Bank Deposits
TSB - Trustee Savings Bank Deposits
DD = Delense Development Bonds
BS = Building Society Deposits
NSC = National Savings Certificates
BONDS = Government Marketable and Local Authority Debt
STOCKS = Company and Overseas Securities plus Unit Trusts

were able to shdw that the generalized Leontief function best fits the data at least
by comparison to other cotnmon liexiblc functional fomis. Unlike Levy and Mar-
kowitz who could compare their approximation to their hypothesized real utility
function, the real underlying utility function for the household sector is un-
known. Instead we validated the generalized Leontief appro.ximation by showing
that, broadly speaking, it yielded signs consistent both with the theory and our
intuition. However, this utility function has been estimated Irom aggregate data
and is, therefore, a "representative consumer" utility function. The aggregation
biases may be such that our results do not generalize to a heterogeneous con-
sumer environment. Further research using our methixlology on panel data
would be useful in clarifying this issue.
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Appendix: Comparative-Static Equations for Risky Assets

(i) Solving the utility maximizing program (4) yields the first-order condi-
tions

(Al V,

(A2) = 0 •

Second-order conditions for a maximum require that the principal minors of
the determinant D. obtained by differentiating the equation system (AI) and (A2}
with respect to theX,"s, alternate in sign, where

D

Z Z,

Z Z 1
M l • • • nn

1 ... 1 0
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and where

Z = a, X
jr r

VEnZ— rir
r= I

'V'"V

4f/,,,.rN\r, X X .

The comparative-static condition tor the demand for asset k with respect to
the expected return on asset r is obtained by differentiating (Al) and (A2) with
respect to (x^ This yields the matrix equation

rax.

(A3)

z,,11

z,
rl

z ,
/ ( I

i

z,1/1

z
rn

z
iin

1

1

1

1

0

ax

ax

where

F = ir r\ Et v v / " '> 0 for /Vr

Solving (A3) forflX /̂diXr gives

( A 4 ) " • ' ^ ' „
D
—n

D

{ii) Suppose there is a lump-sum tax (subsidy) T̂  on expected retum so that

(A5) E
/ - 1

(A6) V - • ; =
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A change in T^ affects the average productivity of every asset in producing E (in
proportion to the change in T^). Solving the utility maximizing program with E
respccilied as in (A5) and then differentiating the first-order conditions with re-
spect to Tf. yields

(A7)

Z Z
II • ' • \n

z , ... z

Hfi

av

where

+

Solving foxdXiliiTi. gives

D
(A8)

D
-^
n

Equation (A8) represents the effect on X̂ - of equi-proportional changes in
the average productivities of the assets in producing E.

The comparative-static condition for risk is obtained in a similar manner.
The average productivity interpretation for risk can also be motivated by setting a
lump-sum tax T^ (subsidy) on risk so that

V = X,X(T..
I J ij
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